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General Materials and Supplies:
1 cm cube per group
1 tens rod per group
1 meter stick per group
beanbag or item to toss per group
1 hula hoop or yarn circle per group
masking tape
16 sets of measurement cards in handouts
paper
at least 4 items such as can of soup, bag of candy, small book, bag of pasta, box of cereal
materials for the following stations should be set up prior to class and a copy of the directions for each :
Two Pound Bags — bags, balance, 2 pound weight, copies of handouts
Just a Minute watch or clock with second hand, copies of handouts
Inch Estimate customary measuring tapes or rulers, copies of handouts
Wrist to Elbow metric and customary rulers or measuring tapes, copies of handouts
Index Card scissors, index cards, tape measures or rulers with customary and metric or rulers, copies of handouts
Pour It On large container, bottle of water, measuring cup, funnel, copies of handouts
Take a trip Part 1 meter stick/ yard stick copies of handouts
Slide

Tasks/Activity

(Slide 1) Grade 4 Module 3
Measurement:
With the title slide open, ask participants to take 5 minutes to look through the measurement
section of the Essential Standards for 4th and 5th grades and to look briefly back at 3rd grade to
see what children coming into 4th grade will have been expected to learn. After spending no
more than 5 minutes looking through the Essential Standards, tell participants that we will not
formally stop to look at these standards during the module as we have a lot to cover, but to keep
them in mind as we work through the module.
Note that in the Essential Standards, perimeter and area, which were in geometry, are back in
measurement. They will be addressed in module 4. There is still debate as to how and when
standard and metric units will be taught (all in 3rd or 4th or some of each in both).
Then tell them to think about the process standards as you go through this module and to look
for problem solving, reasoning and proof, connections to other strands, representations, and
opportunities for communication.
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(Slide 2) Measurement Challenges
Remind participants that in spite of how regularly we use measurement, results of local, state,
national, and international assessments indicate that students of all ages are significantly
deficient in their knowledge of measurement concepts and skills.
Review the listed reasons measurement is a challenge for students.
(Slide 3) Common Errors in Measurement
Brainstorm a list of common errors children make when measuring. Some possible answers
include using the wrong unit, difficulty with a leading edge, improper iteration (overlapping
units or placing finger between spaces) counting the units incorrectly, etc.
We can address these errors by providing children with multiple opportunities to practice the
process of measurement.
(Slide 4) Measurement Concepts
Have participants work at their table to tell what each bullet means and an example of how each
might be encountered in measurement. Then have them share.
Conservation: Objects maintain their same size or shape when measured (a string wadded up is
the same length it was when stretched out / 8 ounces of water remains 8 ounces whether poured
into a tall thin beaker or a short “rotund” beaker)
Transitivity: two objects can be compared in terms of a measureable quantity using a third
object (using a string to see if one table is longer than another)
Partitioning: larger units can be subdivided into smaller equivalent units (yard can be divided
into feet, inches)
Unit Iteration: the same unit can be repeated to determine a measure (When measuring a desk,
one can use a ruler over and over, by picking it up and carefully laying it down again.)
Compensatory Principle: There is a relationship between size of the unit and the number of units
needed. (The larger the unit, the fewer needed; the smaller the unit the more needed EX. When
doing conversions such as feet to yards.)
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(Slide 5) Big Ideas in Measurement
Briefly review the Big Ideas presented last year. Have a volunteer read the bullets on the slide.
Attributes are descriptors/criteria. Some of those attributes are measureable. Children need to
first identify the attribute they wish to measure---height, mass, length, capacity. When we
measure, we are assigning a specific number of units (centimeters, pounds, miles, etc.) related to
the attribute of the object we are describing.
(Slide 6) Big Ideas in Measurement
Ask for a second volunteer to read this slide.
After determining the attribute, measurement system and tool are selected. Children need lots of
practice making these decisions. The units can be partitioned into smaller and smaller units.
(Slide 7) Accuracy and Precision
Pose the question; allow participants to have a brief discussion at their tables and then move to
the next 2 slides.

(Slide 8) Accuracy in Measurement
Go over the information on the slide.
Review previous information on types of errors children may make such as leaving holes or
gaps as they measure. The tool itself may cause inaccuracy, such as a scale that is improperly
balanced or a broken timer.
(Slide 9) Precision in Measurement
Go over the slide and ask participants to give an example to demonstrate precision. (Measuring
length of a table in centimeters would be more precise than measuring it in meters)
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(Slide 10) Process of Measurement
This is a multi-step process rather than a series of isolated skills.
Students need to be clear about what they want to measure (object’s attribute). Objects have
many attributes, some of which are measurable. Attributes such as size, weight/mass, volume,
and height are measurable but attributes such as color, shape, texture, etc are not measurable.
In the primary grades teachers work with attributes and non-standard measurement. Briefly
discuss the importance of using non-standard units (focuses on the measurement process)
Overlapping units, leaving gaps between units, lining up the beginning of the first unit with the
beginning of the object are addressed as well as iteration, conservation, compensatory principle,
transitivity, and partitioning.
(Slide 11) Measurement Graffiti Poster
Read the slide and explain that this is something that could be done with children to reinforce
that measurement is used frequently in everyday life. Suggest that students make these visually
appealing by using different colors and small illustrations.
Ask participants to keep track of the ways they use measurement from now until class
tomorrow.
(Slide 12) Metric Linear Measurement
Show the slide and ask participants to independently sort the objects listed into one of the three
categories (“Longer”, “About the Same” and “Shorter”) and record their responses.
Tell them we will revisit this slide later.
(Slide 13) Benchmarks
A benchmark is a familiar item that becomes a referent or way to remember the size of a unit.
Be sure to bring out the following points in the discussion:
•Measurement sense demands that students are familiar with commonly used units. This enables
them to choose appropriate tool and unit during the measurement process.
•Students need to begin with objects they are familiar with and see on a daily basis as their
benchmarks.
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•Benchmarks help children estimate more accurately. They can provide children with a sense of
how metric and customary relate.
•Briefly mention that last year we worked on establishing benchmarks for customary units.
This year we will work to establish benchmarks for metric units.
(Slide 14) Metric Benchmarks
Have participants follow the slide directions. Even though they have been exposed to metric
measurement in grade 3, it is important to keep using it. It is a great connection to decimals.
For most people this is more challenging than customary units, because they don’t have
personal benchmarks.
(Slide 15) Length: Metric Benchmarks
Tell participants to do as directed on the slide. They are to record in handout labeled My
Measurement Benchmarks. Share results. Explain that we will be working on establishing and
recording benchmarks for other metric units through our Measurement Stations. (READ
NOTES FOR NEXT SLIDE PRIOR TO ADVANCING- allow participants to revise their
responses if necessary based on their benchmark work)
(Slide 16) Metric Linear Measurement
BEFORE GOING OVER THE SLIDE, allow participants to revise their responses if necessary
based on their benchmark work
Go over the objects and discuss where to place them and why.
Ask if having worked with decimeters to find benchmarks helped them revise their responses.
Accept reasonable answers. In general: Longer: a foot Shorter a smile, nose, big toe About
a dm index finger, pocket opening, button to button.
Ask if their benchmark work helped them to confirm or revise their responses.
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(Slide 17) Decimeter Estimation
Discuss responses, making a connection to the Compensatory Principle.

(Slide 18) Body Benchmarks
Follow directions on slide. Mention children could use this for either measurement system.

(Slide 19) Mystery Unit
Tell participants to follow directions on the slide. (There is a copy of the directions and
questions in handouts.)
After completing the bullets on the slide, each member reveals the unit they used and answer the
2 questions on the last bullet again. (Activity continues on next slide)
(Slide 20) Mystery Unit
Have the groups continue to respond to the questions. Afterward, have them share what
happened. Discuss the difference between this kind of activity and finding benchmarks.
Benchmarks provide a frame of reference to help children visualize units. This goes deeper to
help develop conceptual understanding about the selection of appropriate units, the
Compensatory Principle, etc.
(Slide 21) Measuring Temperature
Have participants respond to the questions in groups and then share. One example to help them,
the children could use cm paper to make thermometers with different scales, making
connections to multiples. They could mark temperatures on their thermometer, labeling them
with letters. Then they could trade thermometers, having others read theirs. They could also
include questions, such as, “At which temperature would I be going swimming?”
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See next slide for another activity.
(Slide 22) Temperature Data
Briefly go over the information on the slide, explaining an activity teachers could do with their
students. (This information is in their handouts.)
It is a long-term data collection activity. Assign small groups of children to measure the
temperature daily, weekly or bi- weekly. A time of day for data collection needs to be
established. (Teachers need to have a conversation with the children as to why they need to
record the data at the same time of day– controls variability.)
A common data recording sheet may be used and all children are to record the following data:
Date and Time of Day
Outdoor activities

Temperature in Fahrenheit

Types of clothing being worn

Children could report the temperature and classmates could use blank thermometers to shade in
the temperatures or the students reading the temperature could shade a thermometer for
classmates to read
Once there is enough data, children should work with the data to look for trends in clothing and
temperature. This would be good data to display in a line graph.
(Slide 23) Quoits
Introduce the game briefly, using the information on the screen. Prior to looking at the handout,
mention that students could make “meter tapes” out of register tape and color the decimeter
different colors for use during this activity. Tell participants to read handout for complete
directions.
Play the game if space allows. If space is lacking, have a small group demonstrate playing the
game, with the rest of the groups observing.
Debrief the game by having participants discuss the kinds of mathematics that are integrated
into the lesson---decimals, fractions, as well as measurement.
Have participants share possible questions they might ask their students after doing this activity.
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(Slide 24) Mass
Review the information on the screen.
Note that in upper grades in science the difference between mass and weight becomes
important. It is important that we distinguish the two from the start.
(Slide 25) Weight
Weight is measured in units that are determined by the compression of the spring scale.

(Slide 26) Estimation
Display preselected items and explain that teams will try to arrange the items from lightest to
heaviest using estimation while looking at the objects. Have teams take turns presenting their
rankings. Tell them how many of their objects are correctly placed but do not reveal which are
correct. Possible objects: Pasta, can of soup, cracker box, small book, bag of candy, box of
cereal etc. TRAINER NOTE: Be sure to cover the weight if it is listed on the package
Continue this activity until there is a winner. Discuss the value of having children use
estimation in this activity.
(Slide 27) Measurement Sort
Follow directions on the slide. Make sure they do multiple sorts.
Possible sorts: by attribute being measured, by size, metric vs. standard, etc.) Have them share
the sorts.
Make sure to bring out the following categories of mass/capacity/length/temperature as a way to
sort if no one does it. Then under each attribute, sort by metric or standard system, finally sort
by the units listed under each system by size. This provides a review of third grade as well as
making connections between the units in metric and customary that apply to a particular
attribute. (Example- children learn to connect meter and yard to measuring the attribute of
length)
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(Slide 28) Exploring Measurement
Explain that the next several slides are Measurement Stations that may be done with children
over time. They are not designed for one class period. Explain that after an overview of all the
stations, we will be doing some but not all of them.)
Tell participants that there are recording sheets for most activities in the handouts as well as
copies of the slides that can be used as station directions. As children work through the stations,
they are to use the activities to develop personal benchmarks for the various units of
measurement, recording them on their Personal Benchmark Recording Sheet. Suggest that the
students work in groups to first develop a group name they can use to record group results.
Divide the 13 stations that follow among the participant tables, explaining that the groups will
present an overview of the assigned activities. Let them know that the PowerPoint contains a
copy of the slide that will be visible as they present.
(Slide 29) As you present…
Read the slide and then allow groups to work on their presentations.
Have participant groups present in the order of the slides that follow.

(Slide 30) Pour It On
Have participant group present an overview of the activity and 3 handouts.
Points you might bring out:
• The first handout poses questions while the second has the children record whether they over
or underestimated on their first attempt.
•Prior to this activity, children could be presented with a question such as “Are boys or girls
better at estimating a cup?” used for a data connection.
•Using the relationship between cups, pints, quarts, and gallons is valuable in estimating.
•Note that a connection can be made to fractions here, showing ½ cup, ¾ cup
•Children can make connections such as if 1 pint is 2 cups, then 2 pints is 4 cups, 3 pints is 6
cups.
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(Slide 31) Which is a Quart?
Have participant group present an overview of the activity and 2 handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•Ask for suggestions on containers that might be used for this.
•After completion, the class may analyze the data on the class line plot. . (See handout. Discuss
the use of dots versus kids making an X. Varied size of Xs can make the data shape discussions
inaccurate)
•Ask participants what questions they might ask about the collected data.
(What do they notice about the shape of the data? What are the minimum/maximum data
points? What is the mode? Median? What conclusions can be drawn about how well the class
can estimate l? Do we need additional data? Do we need to ask another question? Etc.)
•Again make the connection to number with questions like” If one quart is ¼ a gallon, what
fractional part of a gallon is two quarts?” and “If 4 cups are 1 quart, how many cups are in 2
quarts?”
(Slide 32) Tell-An-Ounce
Have participants present an overview of the activity.
Points you might bring out:
•Possible questions for children: Were you surprised by the size of 5 ounces? What in the
classroom might weigh an ounce? 20 ounces?
•Discussion of this activity could include connections to number, such as, ”What fractional part
of a pound is 5 ounces?” or “If one pound has 16 ounces, how many ounces in ½ a pound?” or
“If a half pound has 8 ounces, how many ounces is a ¼ pound?”
The children should use information at this station to determine possible ounce/pound
benchmark and record on their Personal Benchmark Recording sheet.
(Slide 33) Two Pound Grab Bags
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•Ask participants the benefit of having children do both a pound and an ounce activity (builds
understanding of the relationship between pounds and ounces). With students, as they debrief
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the stations, make sure this point is brought out. For example, they could ask the children,
questions like: ”What is your benchmark for an ounce?” “ When you were filling the bag, how
could this information help you select items?”
(Slide 34) Back Pack Weight
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
• The kinds of questions teachers may use to debrief the students after this station may include,
“ How did you make decisions about what to takeout/put in their backpack? How did knowing
what a backpack weighed help you to find a 2 and a 5 pound backpack?”
•The data on Back Pack 2 provides good class data to explore how much a typical backpack
weighs.
(Slide 35) Wrist to Elbow
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handout.
Points you might bring out:
• Ask participants for how they might use the data collected at this station. (Possible look at the
relationship between inches and centimeters.
•Data from each person could be compiled and then reviewed in terms of a larger sample
size…median, mode; shape of data could possibly be explored. )
(Slide 36) Inch Estimate
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
• Estimation is valuable for children to practice. Children often believe an estimate is incorrect
if it is not exactly right. Ask how to help them understand. (Using a range for the estimate,
number lines, etc.)
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(Slide 37) How Long is an Index Card?
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•Note that at this station, the group does this. Ask how the data could be used. Ask children
questions such as,” How did you make your estimates?” “Did the results surprise you?” After
having the groups share their results, discuss why there are different answers. Show class data
and ask what they notice about the charts.
•Note this does not specify the unit to be used. Have the children measure in a unit of their
choice. Then the conversation could center on comparing with same and different kinds of
units.
Alternate: Teacher could specify the unit.
(Slide 38) Around a Pound
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•This activity is to be done individually and privately so that each child will have an
opportunity to make an estimate and revise it. After students have completed the activity
individually, they can record their data on the class recording sheet.
•During the debriefing, one part of the discussion may center on estimation and the benefit of
revision. Discuss the benefits of using a range (between 40 and 45) as an estimate to make the
point that an estimate is a good one if it is close to the correct response…not just if it is exactly
correct.
•On the class recording sheet, names could be omitted to avoid embarrassment.
(Slide 39) Just a Minute
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•Possible questions teachers may ask during debriefing might include, “How did you decide
each time you estimated?” “Did you count?” “If more than one person counted, why didn’t
everyone say stop at the same time?”
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•Clock activities lend themselves to fractions. We say “Quarter past thee or half past seven.”
Children could be asked questions about how many minutes have passed when it is half past the
hour and then connect it to the fraction30/60 simplified to ½)
(Slide 40) Cupful
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•Note that for this station, tall thin containers and short wide containers are recommended.
When debriefing, teachers may begin by asking children what surprised them/which container
was the hardest to estimate? (The appearance of the containers as opposed to the actual amount
they held.) Each student group can report results and discuss how the manner in which they
measured could affect their results…EX. Did they fill the cup level or did they use a “heaping”
cup? Ask if the estimates got better as they progressed? What strategies did they use to help
them?
•See previous slides for number connections that may be made. Discussion may also include
questions such as,” If it takes1 6 cups to fill the container, how many cups would it take to fill ½
the container? ¼ the container.
(Slide 41) Take a Trip Part 1
Have participants present an overview of the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•Teachers will need to fill in the blank with a distance.
•During the debriefing, children should share their response to the last question, which gets at
the Compensatory Principle. Ask how they might use their information if they were to try to
determine the number of steps from the threshold to another location in the classroom or down
the hall. (They may partition or chunk the new distance based on the results from the first
activity.)
(Slide 42) Take a Trip Part 2
Have participants present the activity and handouts.
Points you might bring out:
•As students share their responses to the questions, make the connection to unit conversions.
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Ask which unit they think is best to measure the distance (the most appropriate unit may depend
on what you are using it for). Ask them to share some circumstances you may want a
measurement in inches as opposed to circumstances when knowing the distance in feet or yards
may suffice.
(Slide 43) Let’s Try It…
Explain that we have set up some of the stations for participants to experience. (Suggested
stations: Two Pound Grab Bags, Inch Estimate, Index Card, Just a Minute, Wrist to Elbow, Pour
It On, Take a Trip part 1.)
Review the directions on the screen. Have the participants count off by 7s and begin at assigned
stations. Provide the rotation path for them. (For example: Move counter clockwise, or
clockwise, or number the stations…whatever works for your room arrangement.) Participants
are to use their handouts to record their information.
Note: If you have a small group, make sure there are at least 2 people at a station at a time.
(Slide 44) Now That You Have Explored…
After completing the stations, have participants revisit their benchmark recording sheet and add
to it. If time allows, have them share their benchmarks in small groups and address the
questions on the slide.
Point out that the children should revisit their benchmark recording sheets individually, prior to
discussing them in small groups and as a class.
(Slide 45) Measurement Stations
Use this slide to make the point that teachers should be monitoring the stations, probing groups
to think and conducting formative assessment. After the activities have been completed each
day, teachers need to plan a debriefing session in order to develop and deepen understanding
from the activities.
Discuss classroom management strategies that will make exploration stations such as these
successful. (EX. Use of recording sheets to hold children accountable, modeling the stations—
perhaps giving each group a station and the directions and letting them be in charge of
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explaining it to the class prior to the activity, having a plan for situations where one group
finishes before the others, etc.)
The measurement activities provide an opportunity to pose questions, collect, analyze, and
interpret data. Children could pose questions like ”Are left-handers or right-handers better at
estimating weight?” “Are boys better at estimating …than girls?” “Will our estimates get better
as we practice measuring?”
(Slides 46) The Process Standards
Use this slide to briefly review the Process Standards. Explain that we will focus on
Connections and Communication.

(Slide 47) Connections
Go over the material on this and the following slides.

(Slide 48) Connections
Review the information on the slide pertaining to the Connections Standard. It is important for
children to see that mathematics is related to many aspects of their lives. Connections children
make within mathematics helps them understand new ideas and develop new insights.
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(Slide 49) Communication
Read slide.

(Slide 50) Connections and Communication
Have the participants count off by fours to form groups. After they have moved to form their
groups, explain that each group’s task is to review the activities in this module and the Essential
Standards for grade 4. They are to list examples of where the Connections and Communication
Standards have been or may be addressed.
Ex.) The measurement activities provide an opportunity to pose questions, collect, analyze, and
interpret data. Children could pose questions like ”Are left-handers or right-handers better at
estimating weight?” “Are boys better at estimating …than girls?”” Will our estimates get better
as we practice measuring?
Allow groups to share responses if time.
(Slide 51-54) Credits and closing slides
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